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Executive Summary
Dublin City Business Improvement District trading as Dublin Town, is pleased to make this submission on the
proposed Dublin Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), and in particular the Swords to City Centre Route. Dublin Town and
its members are fully supportive of investment in an improved public transport infrastructure for Dublin. Almost
80% of people visiting Dublin City Centre use modes of transport other than the motor car. It is therefore, in
the interests of Dublin city centre that more people opt for sustainable modes of transport including public
transport, walking and cycling. International trends would give us hope for optimism that the shift towards these
sustainable modes of transport will gather pace.
Dublin Town has a mandate to develop and promote the economic advancement of Dublin City Centre. Dublin
Town works on behalf of the 2,500 businesses in the central city area to create an attractive, welcoming, vibrant
and economically successful space in Dublin City Centre. The contribution of the businesses in this area to the
exchequer is of the order of €1Bn. per annum. The goal is to position Dublin City Centre as the location of
choice for retail, leisure and business activity. Dublin Town has developed a number of initiatives to create an
inviting city; ensuring a safe and secure city and have developed a marketing and communications plan to promote
the city centre to Dubliners and visitors alike.
Dublin City Centre – Vision and Policy
The draft National Transport Authority (NTA) transport strategy for the Greater Dublin Area (April 2012)
highlights the demographic and economic growth that is driving the need for new infrastructure, and the
importance of BRT in addressing that demand. It notes that the population of the Greater Dublin Area grew by
19% in the ten year period between 1996 and 2006 and 8.3% between 2006 and 2011. Employment grew by 40%
between 1996 and 2006. Both population and employment are expected to grow by 39% in the period from
2006 to 2030
While the NTA report includes ‘Landuse Integration’ as an evaluation criteria, there is insufficient consideration
of the function and future development of Dublin City centre’s streets.
In particular, the weighting and
evaluation of alternatives does not have regard to City Development Plan policy or the retail, economic and
civic function of O’Connell Street as the ‘Civic spine’ of the city centre.
In particular we highlight the policies of the Dublin City Development Plan 2011 – 2017 and Your City Your Space:
Dublin City Public Realm Strategy (2012). The city plan clearly states that the Civic Spine (including O’Connell
Street and Westmoreland Street) are the most important series of streets and spaces in the city and as
such the quality of the public realm is exemplary and of the highest international standard.
In terms of Retail, the City Plan sets out a hierarchy of Principal Shopping Streets which again highlights the
primacy and importance of O’Connell Street for the city as a ‘category 1 street’, on a par with Grafton Street
and Henry Street (Fig. 1).
We also reflect that in planning and regeneration terms, the 1998 Integrated Area Plan (IAP) for O’Connell
Street was the start of a new phase in the life of the street and city centre regeneration with integrated design
for pedestrians; reduced traffic movement; created a civic space at the GPO.
Overall, like all major cities there is great competition for space on the primary thoroughfares, and Dublin is
following international best practice in supporting a Civic core for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport.
However, there is a great risk that the investment in improving the quality of our primary streets will be
undermined if we return to heavily trafficked streets – be it private or public vehicles. There is a risk of
denigration of pedestrian amenities on O’Connell Street and Westmoreland Street to give the appearance of a
“transport corridor”, instead of the more desirable and more pedestrian friendly city centre “plaza”. This would
be contrary to the city’s vision and policy for a ‘Civic Spine’.
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International Examples
As part of this submission, we have reviewed examples of BRT schemes from around the world. It is clear
from international examples that BRT services can be extremely successful if implemented correctly. The critical
factors for a successful BRT include:






High levels of segregation with “BRT only” dedicated infrastructure
Off board ticketing to reduce dwell times
Traffic signal priority and no compromise with other traffic
High levels of frequency
Park & ride / bicycle parking facilities provided at stops

It is clear however from a review of the proposed Swords to City Centre BRT route that a number of issues
which have been demonstrated to undermine BRTs have not been fully addressed. These include:









No segregation from other traffic and busses (this is particularly apparent throughout the city centre, where
BRT services are compromised, the knock-on effects of which are likely to be felt throughout the network)
Poor connectivity between multiple bus and transport networks (route is further from Bus Aras and
Connolly Station than other routes considered)
Poor integration with bicycles and pedestrians. It’s apparent that an attempt has been made to “squeeze”
both a BRT and cycle route along an already constrained corridor, at the expense of a diminished level of
service for both modes.
Lack of provision of Park and Ride facilities in the hinterland to provide people with an “easy choice” of
taking public transport.
Lack of dedicated BRT infrastructure, such as grade-separated fly-overs at junctions, and compromise with
existing traffic, for example where roundabouts are retained, results in reduced level of BRT service and
risk of the system being undermined by traffic congestion.
It has been stated that the BRT will only meet short to medium term demand levels, therefore the long
term objective of light rail or Metro will be required. The avoidance of dedicated infrastructure noted
previously, as well as minimising the diversion/relocation of services to reduce costs in the short term
inhibits the potential for conversion to light rail system in the future, resulting in significantly increased long
term costs.

As the Dublin BRT is to be a semi open system there is a risk that some of the failings of the Zuitanngent BRT
(Amsterdam) will not be appropriately addressed with the Dublin BRT schemes, i.e. compromised infrastructure
through the provision of mixed use BRT/traffic lanes leading to delays and falling patronage.
Cycle Lanes
It is proposed to provide a high-quality cycle route along the BRT route, however in significant sections the
existing corridor constraints results in compromised provision, with substandard shared cycle/pedestrian spaces
and shared BRT/traffic/bus lanes. This will result in a compromised level of service for both the BRT and cyclists.
To address this issue the proposed BRT should seek to provide alternative cycle routes not alongside or in BRT
lanes.
Route Options Assessment
From the Route Options Assessment Main Report it is proposed that the Gardiner Street route had similar
journey times (7-8 minutes), the same capital/operational costs, serving similar attraction and
population/employment catchments and a less potential for environmental impacts. The Gardiner Street route
scored worse due to apparently having a worse integration between transport modes and cycle network.
Additionally it was ranked lower on road safety due to having one more left turning movement. It is noted
however that Gardiner Street is a short walk to O’ Connell Street and its proposed transport stop, and is in
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fact closer to key national transport hubs of Connolly Station and Bus Áras. It is also contended that any issues
relating to integration with the cycle network and road safety could be addressed in the detailed design stage.
As noted previously it would be favourable to provide a separate cycle route in any case, rather than attempting
to “squeeze” both down a narrow corridor, resulting in compromised provision for both. In summary, the
Route Options assessment does not present a robust case to suggest that the O’Connell Street route is the best
route. Indeed, our analysis suggests that Gardiner Street presents several advantages.
Design Issues
The proposed Swords to City Centre BRT will encounter many design problems throughout the entire route
which may affect the overall BRT level of service. If not addressed the issues raised will affect the frequency (2
minute headway), capacity, right of way of the BRT, signal priority and overall quality of the BRT route.
There is a lack of BRT segregation or dedicated infrastructure: throughout significant sections on the route. It
is evident that the BRT lanes will be a shared space, open to other bus services, cyclists and potentially taxis. In
a number of sections through the city centre, the BRT has no separation from outside traffic. The shared use of
the lane, with other buses, cyclists, taxis, deliveries, private cars etc. etc. will invariably compromise the level of
service of the BRT, increase journey times poses a significant risk to the overall BRT investment.
Significant revision of the existing traffic flow system, particularly in the southern Georgian quarter of the city,
will be required to facilitate the BRT route as indicated. No detail has been provided in relation to future traffic
flow routes, therefore we would query whether access to member’s premises, for staff, customers and delivers,
has been considered.
Capacity
Dublin Town fully acknowledge the potential benefits of BRT for Dublin as a means of enhancing bus transport in
the short to medium term, however we would consider a rail option from Swords and the airport as a necessary
long-term requirement, and interim options to deliver this important infrastructure must be explored.
The capacity of the Swords to City Centre BRT route is expected to be 3,600 passengers per direction per
hour. In order to achieve this capacity a headway of 2 minutes would be needed (30 vehicles every hour). The
projected travel time of 35 minutes from Swords down from the current 65 minutes. This improvement is very
welcome. However, by comparison the Metro North was due to carry 20,000 people per hour based on 90
metre trains every two minutes. Therefore, it important that Metro North remain as key transport objectives
for the city. Indeed, a further extension of the Luas light rail system which utilises the Metro Reservation above
ground (from DCU out of the city, and link to Luas Cross City in Cabra or Broombridge) is worthy of further
consideration as a means of utilising the investment in Luas Cross City.
It is also important for the city at this early stage of the scheme design, that we ensure the optimum transport
solution can be achieved, and that the preferred route proposed is best for Dublin’s city businesses. It is clear
that there are many flaws in the Route Options Assessment Report presented by the NTA. There is no clear
rationale for supporting the O’Connell Street / Westmoreland Street Option as the preferred route, and indeed
this proposal presents serious problems for the city’s primary Civic spine, and the businesses and retailers
located in the area. It is clear that the Gardiner Street option presents a better alternative for the city.
Dublin Town will continue to work on behalf of its members to proactively respond to the proposed Dublin
BRT so that short-term challenges can yield long-term benefits for the city centre. The proposed Dublin BRT
can have significant benefits for residents, the city as a whole and the city centre businesses. These benefits can
only be realised if the BRT is implemented correctly, free from issues and essentially utilising ideas from
international best practice BRT examples.
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1.

Introduction
Dublin City Business Improvement District trading as Dublin Town, is pleased to make this submission on
the proposed Dublin Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), and in particular the Swords to City Centre Route. Dublin
Town and its members are fully supportive of investment in an improved public transport infrastructure
for Dublin. Almost 80% of people visiting Dublin City Centre use modes of transport other than the
motor car. This is in contrast to our competitor locations where almost 80% of patrons travel by motor
car. It is therefore, in the interests of Dublin city centre that more people opt for sustainable modes of
transport including public transport, walking and cycling. International trends would give us hope for
optimism that the shift towards these sustainable modes of transport will gather pace.
Dublin Town fully acknowledge the potential benefits of BRT for Dublin as a means of enhancing bus
transport in the short to medium term, however we would consider a rail option from Swords and the
airport as a necessary long-term requirement, and interim options to deliver this important infrastructure
must be explored. It is also important for the city at this early stage of the scheme design, and we ensure
the optimum transport solution can be achieved, and that the preferred route proposed is best for
Dublin’s city businesses.
Dublin Town has a mandate to develop and promote the economic advancement of Dublin City Centre.
Dublin Town works on behalf of the 2,500 businesses in the central city area to create an attractive,
welcoming, vibrant and economically successful space in Dublin City Centre. The contribution of the
businesses in this area to the exchequer is of the order of €1Bn. per annum. The goal is to position
Dublin City Centre as the location of choice for retail, leisure and business activity. Dublin Town has
developed a number of initiatives to create an inviting city; ensuring a safe and secure city and have
developed a marketing and communications plan to promote the city centre to Dubliners and visitors
alike.
This submission report has been prepared on behalf of Dublin Town by JB Barry Consulting Engineers, and
McCutcheon Halley Walsh Charted Planning Consultants. The purpose of the report is to provide
informed town planning and engineering analysis to review the National Transport Agency’s proposals
for a new high capacity Bus Rapid Transit corridor from Swords into the city centre. The report will also
look at international BRT best practices from around the world and examine the factors affecting both a
successful and unsuccessful BRT scheme, and how these factors apply to the proposed Swords to City
Centre route. It also highlights the character and function of the streets where BRT is proposed, and
the planning policy context that seeks to implement a vision for the city centre environment.
This report will highlight particular concerns for Dublin Town that capacity of BRT is not sufficient to
support the city’s needs, and could denigrate pedestrian amenities on O’Connell Street and
Westmoreland Street to give the appearance of a “transport corridor”, instead of the more desirable and
more pedestrian friendly city centre “plaza”. The NTA’s Route Options Assessment Report does not
provide a robust case for the use of BRT on O’Connell Street/Westmoreland Street, and any
development of the proposal in future should actively reconsider Gardiner Street as the preferred route.

1.1 BRT Overview
The Swords- Dublin City Centre proposal emerged from the draft National Transport Authority (NTA)
transport strategy for the Greater Dublin Area (April 2012). This transport strategy maintains that
DART Underground and Metro North are medium term priority objectives to be delivered between
2017 and 2026. However, it is clear that budgetary constraints are impacting on this delivery programme,
and that BRT has emerged as a potential short-term response to improve public transport service on the
Swords/Airport – City Centre corridor in a relatively short timescale.
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There are various different types and interpretations of BRT, It can range from a quality bus corridor
(QBC) to being a fully guided, fully segregated bus system. Swiftway will be the name of the BRT service
in Dublin. The three proposed corridors to be developed as Swiftway routes are:




Blanchardstown to UCD
Clongriffin to Tallaght
Swords to City Centre

The Blanchardstown to UCD and Clongriffin to Tallaght are currently indicative route corridors, pending
consultative input and further analysis and development. The draft National Transport Authority (NTA)
transport strategy for the Greater Dublin Area for the period up to 2030 includes various measures in
relation to BRT. The three BRT routes will be a high quality form of bus transport which is similar to
Luas type operations. Its features include:







Modern, attractive multi-door vehicles
Uses own BRT lane or shared Bus/BRT lane
BRT vehicle given priority at traffic signals
High quality stops and level boarding on and off vehicles
Off-board ticketing (tickets purchased in advance or Leap cards)
Conveniently located stops with optimal spacing

1.2 Purpose
This report will pay particular attention to the Swords/Airport to City Centre route. This proposal will
seek to improve transport services to the Airport and Swords, but will also have an impact on city streets,
and demand more space for bus transport. The review will be undertaken of the whole Swords to City
Centre route and the many challenges which face this route. Additionally a further detailed review will
be undertaken of the southern extent of the route, beginning on Dorset Street, finishing at the end of
the route on Earlsfort Terrace. This south end of the route contains many of the business represented
by Dublin Town.
In order to complete the purpose of this submission, a number of tasks have been undertaken. These
included;


A review of retailer survey response information relating to the BRT proposal, collected and
collated by the Dublin Town team.



A review of international best practice and benchmark proposals. Which will include BRT schemes
in the UK and France and well known international examples. An analysis of these proposals will
be undertaken in order to determine if the schemes are successful, and if they indicate whether
the Dublin Scheme is appropriate.



A review and summary of detailed proposal drawings and all technical information available on
Swiftway.ie
The BRT proposal will be benchmarked in terms of capacity of vehicles, impact on streets, and
population catchment. The route selection and robust justification for route alternatives will be
anticipated.
Alternative that should be considered including a link from Luas Cross City in Cabra or
Broombridge to the Metro line reservation (at grade) to Dublin airport.
At the peak rush hour period it has been suggested that Expressway buses linking the Swords with
the city should use the Port Tunnel with integrated ticketing. Buses exiting the Port Tunnel can
easily link up with the Luas Red Line.
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1.3

Key Drivers
The draft National Transport Authority (NTA) transport strategy for the Greater Dublin Area (April
2012) highlights the demographic and economic context for the transport proposals, and the
importance of BRT in addressing that demand.









It notes that the population of the Greater Dublin Area grew by 19% in the ten year period
between 1996 and 2006 and 8.3% between 2006 and 2011. Employment grew by 40% between
1996 and 2006. Both population and employment are expected to grow by 39% in the period from
2006 to 2030
Whereas job growth has also taken place in the Hinterland, most jobs are still located within the
Metropolitan area of Dublin, with ofﬁce based jobs particularly focussed in or close to the city
centre. Forecasts up to 2030 assume the large majority of GDA jobs (85%) will continue to be
located in the Metropolitan area, with a particularly strong growth in jobs anticipated in the Dublin
city centre.
Over the next ten years or so an additional 40,000 to 50,000 additional people travelling into the
city centre each morning – an increase of about a quarter over current numbers;
The city will not be able to accommodate that number of additional commuters travelling by car
– they will mainly have to be accommodated on public transport;
A number of our key bus corridors, such as the Swords to City Centre corridor, will reach
capacity over the next few years.
To increase the public transport capacity we either go for a rail solution such as Metro
North, which is probably a decade away or more, or we more towards a BRT type service which
has about 50% more capacity than a conventional bus service;
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2.

Dublin City Centre – Vision and Policy
The Swiftway Route Option Assessment Report assesses multiple route options through the city centre.
However, while the NTA report includes ‘Landuse Integration’ as an evaluation criteria, it is presented
through a transportation lens, and not function and future development of Dublin City centre’s streets.
In particular, the weighting and evaluation of alternatives does not have regard to City Development Plan
policy or the retail, economic and civic function of O’Connell Street as the spine of the city centre.
BRT is not included as a Transport Objective in the current Dublin City Development Plan 2011 - 2017
as passed by the elected members of Dublin City Council. Even in transportation documentation terms,
this BRT proposal has only been introduced in the latest transport strategy.
In this section we therefore highlight the function and primacy of the streets BRT is proposed to use, as
a business and retail destination and place. This in the context of whether the best route has been
advanced in the NTA’s proposal. In particular, we focus on the civic spine of the city O’Connell Street –
Westmoreland Street and Dame Street.
Dublin City Centre has benefitted from a progressive approach to transportation in the city, which can
be traced back to publication of the Dublin Transport Initiative (DTI) report in 1995, and the
establishment of the Dublin Transportation Ofﬁce to continue the on-going transport planning process
for the Greater Dublin Area. The ﬁrst update of DTI was published in 2001 in the DTO report ‘A
Platform for Change’ and this has continued to evolve through Transport 21 and the Greater Dublin Area
Draft Transport Strategy 2011 to 2030. This far-sighted approach to transport planning has had a
transformative impact on the city centre over time.

2.1 Dublin City Development Plan, 2011-2017
The City Development Plan sets out the following vision for the city;
Within the next 25 to 30 years, Dublin will have an established international reputation as one
of the most sustainable, dynamic and resourceful city regions in Europe. Dublin, through the
shared vision of its citizens and civic leaders, will be a beautiful, compact city, with a distinct
character, a vibrant culture and a diverse, smart, green, innovation-based economy. It will be a
socially inclusive city of urban neighbourhoods, all connected by an exemplary public transport,
cycling and walking system and interwoven with a quality bio-diverse greenspace network. In
short, the vision is for a capital city where people will seek to live, work and experience as a
matter of choice.
A key part of delivering this vision is associated with the improvement of the City’s environment and
experience to residents, visitors and businesses. This is a goal shared by Dublin Town as a positive image
and experience is a crucial part of building the economy for Dublin Town members in the city centre.
The Plan prescribes a hierarchy of key spaces and connections in the city centre which establishes
O’Connell Street and College Green as part of the Civic Spine of the city “Major Strategic Pedestrian
Route” (Fig. 5 of the City Plan)
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Fig.1 Dublin City Development Plan, Figure 5 Making a Legible City – Key spaces and Connections

The designation of the core pedestrian, and public spaces is closely associated with the economic function
of the city in the surrounding areas, and in particular the retail function of the city. The Plan sets out
specific objectives to protect and enhance the retail core in association with the general improvement of
the city centre as a cohesive product. Objective RD01 sets out the objective;
To implement the environmental and other improvements set out in the Retail Core
Framework Plan such as improving facilities for pedestrians, a high quality street
environment and better links between the shopping area and new routes, with the
refurbishment and extension of the key pedestrian street network including the re-paving of
the Grafton Street pedestrian spine and Liffey Street Upper and Lower (All environmental
and public realm improvements to be prioritised under the Public Realm Strategy)
Figure 18 of the City Plan defines the Principal Shopping Streets (p. 152) which again highlights the
primacy and importance of O’Connell Street for the city as a ‘category 1 street’, on a par with Grafton
Street and Henry Street (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Dublin City Centre Retail Hierarchy

2.2 Your City Your Space: Dublin City Public Realm Strategy
An eloquent and ambitious policy document that encapsulates that role of the city’s principal streets, the
Public Realm Strategy is an implementation document that sets out the standards and ambitions for the
City’s public spaces and how they are to be used. It states at section 1.1:
The Public Realm is an important part of Dublin’s identity, of how we understand ourselves
and how we want to present ourselves to others. It contributes to Dublin’s competitiveness
both by influencing the image of the city abroad and by being attractive for people who live
in, work in, or visit. The public realm is vital to our city life and this importance requires us
to understand it and influence its future through developing vision, appropriate policy and
a collaborative approach with people at its centre.
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Dublin Town plays a key role in maintaining and cleaning public spaces, as well providing Street
Ambassadors to assist visitors and provide information on Dublin’s main streets. Dublin Town has played
a key role in improving the visitor experience, which supports improved footfall, which in turn supports
retail confidence, demand and investment. This is reflected in the following Public Realm Strategy
statement:
Dublin’s identity is inseparable from the user’s experience of the city. Our everyday history,
our heritage and culture, and the impact of innovations are all around us in the public realm.
It is where we go about our daily business as individuals as well as being an arena for
recreation and celebration. It is where we can come together to participate in public
activities of all shapes and sizes: from the St. Patrick’s Day Festival to the Dublin Marathon;
weekend farmers’ markets to one-off marches; and from families meeting in parks to tourists
on walking tours.
In common with the Dublin City Development Plan, the Public Realm Strategy defines a hierarchy of
streets according to their function and stratus. O’Connell Street, Westmoreland Street, and College
Green are positioned at the top of this hierarchy, defined as the ‘Civic Spine’ (Fig. 3)

Fig.3. Dublin’s hierarchy of public spaces and streets
The strategy elaborates upon the meaning of the Liffey Corridor and the Civic Spine in Table 2.1:
The Liffey Corridor and the Civic Spine are the most important series of streets and spaces
in the city and as such the quality of the public realm is exemplary and of the highest
international standard. The public realm is coherent and consistent in design, and
constructed using the highest quality materials creating a pleasant environment in which it
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is easy to move around. A mix of activities are accommodated which make the Civic Spine a
key attraction nationally.

2.3 O’Connell Street Integrated Area Plan
The Public Realm Plan cites the 1998 Integrated Area Plan (IAP) for O’Connell Street as the start of a
new phase in the life of the street and city centre regeneration with integrated design for pedestrians;
reduced traffic movement; created a civic space at the GPO; and replaced the missing Nelson’s Pillar with
The Spire.
The plan was to rejuvenate the street to have a strong and dynamic relationship between the quality of
its architecture and the uses to which it is put. The IAP aimed to create an environment that allows
O’Connell Street to live up to its role as the main street of Ireland’s capital city. Millions of Euro were
invested in street to serve the following objectives;










To radically improve the environment for pedestrians.
To create a perception that the street is safe and secure.
To generate a sustainable mix of building uses.
To secure refurbish and the future of Georgian buildings on Parnell Square West.
To create strong linkages between O’Connell Street and other areas, especially with other
integrated area plans, e.g. Historic Area Rejuvenation Project (HARP), North Inner City Integrated
Area Plan.
To achieve sustainable uses for under-used and vacant buildings in the environs of O’Connell St.
To draw Parnell Square into a more dynamic relationship with O’Connell Street.
To achieve a quantum leap in the design and presentation of public spaces.

Achievements to Date










The Spire has been constructed.
O’Connell Street has been completely refurbished. This has included:
Laying new carriageways for vehicles
Widening footpaths and plant street trees
Upgrading public lighting
Installing specialist street furniture
All monuments have been restored and cleaned to their original condition.
A new central median/pedestrian area has been constructed from O’Connell St Parnell St.
A new Civic Plaza has been created outside the GPO, for use during celebrations.

Other Achievements




Numbers 4 and 8 on Eden Quay have been refurbished.
A new Jury’s Inn hotel has been constructed on Parnell Street.
Work has commenced on the refurbishment of the ILAC centre.

Therefore, the IAP has served to completely re-position O’Connell Street, and change its character from
a poor quality urban roadway, to a civic plaza. This project has involved sustained effort over 15 years
which are reflected in the current City Development Plan and Public Realm Plan. This also must be placed
in the context of the HGV ban from the city centre with the opening of the Dublin Port Tunnel.
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3.

Review of international BRT implementation
As of October 2014, 186 cities in all continents have implemented BRT systems.1 A number of wellknown international examples of BRT systems around the world will be reviewed in this section. The first
of these examples will be a large, well-received BRT example, ranking highly in BRT standards. The other
examples will be BRT models similar in size to the proposed BRT Dublin. An overview of these BRT
systems will be given along with an indication if the scheme is successful or not. An overview of the critical
success factors, and how these apply to Dublin, has been provided.
According to the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP)2, a BRT is a high-quality
bus-based transit system that delivers fast, comfortable, and cost-effective services at metro-level
capacities. It is generally considered that most important factor in influencing the success of a BRT scheme
is the type of operating plan; open or closed (ie. what level of segregation the BRT will include). Closed
BRT systems are when a single service operates end to end similar to a Metro or Luas type systems. No
other bus services or vehicles are permitted. An open system is where by all busses and cyclist are allowed
use the BRT lanes.
The ITDP indicate that a BRT system will need to include a number of the following elements:






Dedicated Right of way (significant part of their journey within a fully dedicated right of way
(busway) to avoid traffic congestion).
Busway Alignment (Centre of roadway or bus-only corridor).
Off board fare collection (to reduce boarding and alighting delay related to paying the driver).
Intersection Treatments (prohibiting turning for traffic across the bus lane and signal priority,
reduces delays).
Platform Level boarding (The station should be at level with the bus for quick and easy boarding).

3.1 Guangzhou BRT (China)
Guangzhou BRT is the bus rapid transit system of the city of Guangzhou in the People's Republic of China.
The line was opened in February 2010. The system consists of a 22.5 kilometre corridor of fully
segregated rapid bus lanes with a capital cost of $146 million. The BRT has an extremely large daily
ridership with approximately 1,000,000 passenger trips daily, with 26 stops. At peak times it has a BRT
bus volume of 350 vehicles per hour in a single direction, or roughly one bus every 10 seconds3. The BRT
lane is provided in the centre of the road, thereby affording unhindered priority to the BRT and avoiding
conflicts with side road junctions and commercial activities which would lead to delays and a reduction
in the level of service.
The Guangzhou BRT has been an overwhelming success due to a number of reasons;





The construction of the BRT in the middle of the road segregated from other traffic
Extremely low headways between vehicles
Bicycle Parking at BRT stops
High quality station design

1

http://www.brtdata.org/
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP): International organisation promoting sustainable and equitable
transportation worldwide.
3
http://www.chinabrt.org/en/cities/guangzhou.aspx
2
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The Institute for Transportation and Development Policy report4 has concluded that the BRT has helped
reduce traffic congestion, improve travel times, improve efficiency of the city’s bus system, increase the
use of public transport and alleviate overcrowding. The system will also provide a 79% return on
investment and bring about an estimated reduction in CO2 emissions by 45,000 metric tons in
Guangzhou. Despite operating at a far larger size and scale than the Dublin BRT, similar concepts of
quality, dedicated infrastructure and user friendly station designs can be implemented in Dublin.

3.2 Cambridgeshire Guided Busway (England)
The Cambridge guided busway is the longest guided busway in the world and was opened in August 2011.5
The two segregated guided sections make up 16 miles (25 km) of the route. The remainder of the route
is made of on road bus lanes. The bus uses a guide wheel against a guide kerb. The guide wheels allow
the bus to keep straight along the narrow route at a fast and smooth pace. It also allows for careful
positioning at slightly modified bus stops. The segregated guided BRT sections on the route allow for a
narrower right of way taking up less road space, complete segregation from other traffic and improved
drainage/ecology due to the green space in the middle of the tracks.
The original budget for the project was £116.2 million but due to contract disputes and time issues the
final budget was in excess of £180 million. According to Cambridge County Council the scheme has been
deemed a success despite its high costs. A total of 2,500,000 trips were made in the first year of operation,
which was reported as 40% higher than the predicted figure. The scheme has helped reduce the number
of vehicles on the nearby A14 road. During construction special consideration was given to improving
the ecology and environment for the wildlife along the route. The guided BRT has been designed to allow
maximum accessibility to persons with limited mobility. The segregated design has bought about reliable,
fast and frequent journeys. The main reasons for the BRT success are;




Segregated routes providing dedicated BRT infrastructure
Disability friendly, quality designed stops
Well-spaced out stops.

The Swords to City Centre BRT route needs to apply these critical success factors by providing
segregated infrastructure to allow reliable and fast journey times.

3.3 Nantes Busway Line 4 (France)
The Nantes Busway (line 4) is a bus rapid transit line operating in France, opening on November 6, 2006.
The route is a segregated BRT lane 7km long with 15 stations. 6 Due to the expected increase in passenger
numbers on the current Nantes public transport system, a solution was required. A BRT system was
chosen due to the low implementation costs and the possibility for rapid expansion. The Nantes Busway
was implemented at a cost of €7.5 million per kilometre.
The BRT has been a huge success with over 30,000 daily passengers.7 During peak times, the headway
between busses is as low as 3-3.5 minutes. Similarly to other BRT designs, the segregated route allows
for faster, more reliable journey times. The introduction of park and ride at various stations has increased
the potential passengers. The BRT has had a positive impact on the traffic volume on adjacent roads. The
volume of traffic on the adjacent Vertou to the centre of Nantes route has fallen significantly from over
55,000 passenger cars per day (2006) to just 26,000 passenger cars per day. If ridership continues to
grow, plans are in place to convert Busway line 4 into a Tramway line, which is possible due to the
4

http://ccap.org/assets/CCAP-Booklet_ChinaTransport.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cambridgeshire-14401265
6
http://www.bhns.fr/IMG/pdf/BHNS_Nantes.pdf
7
http://brt.mercedes-benz.com/content/media_library/brt/mpc_brt/home/services/flyer_2012/cities/en/3223_nantes_uk_final.object-SingleMEDIA.tmp/3222_BRT_Nantes_eng_FINAL_2013-09-20.pdf
5
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segregated design of the route. This concept is strongly recommended to be taken on board in the Dublin
BRT designs. Similar park and rise systems would also work well in the Swords and Drumcondra areas.
Overall reasons for the BRT success include;




Segregated, middle of the road route
The introduction of 4 park and ride stations
Potential conversion into light rail

It would be prudent to adapt the key success factors of the Nantes scheme, such as segregated dedicated
infrastructure, park and ride facilities in the Dublin BRT designs. Additionally provision of a BRT scheme
which facilitates easy adaption to a light rail system is also recommended.

3.4 Zuidtangent BRT, Amsterdam (Netherlands)
The Zuidtangent BRT is a bus rapid transit service between Haarlem and Amsterdam. Planning began for
the Zuidtangent BRT in 1987. Due to a shift in town planning, an increase in road network congestion, a
poor city wide public transport system and the presence of a major international airport. The first route
was opened in 2002, 41 km long with a capital cost of €270 million. In core sections of the route (24km)
bus lanes and independent busways are provided, elsewhere bus lanes are provided where possible. There
is a long average distance between stops, 1.9km. The BRT was designed and built to enable future
conversion to light rail. A second route was introduced in 2007, where similar concepts of the first route
was not fully applied. There were large area of unsegregated lanes and many of the BRT stops were
poorly designed.8
The initial service provided 8-10 buses/hr in both directions during peak times. This led to, 32 000
passengers per day on an average working day with the heaviest loadings in Hoofddorp, 13.500 passengers
per day (both directions). The service has been a success for Amsterdam due to high commercial speed,
high service frequency, high flexibility, high reliability, an increase in public transport use in the city and
patronage is over 99% higher than estimated figures. The introduction of park and ride facilities at stops
were also deemed a success. However several problems have been noted including; poor design of BRT
stops due to physical guidance at some stops being blocked, weather protection at stops not satisfactory
and slippery surface at stops. The implementation of ITS was delayed for some years and punctuality was
not always satisfactory due to the mixed traffic lanes in several sections. In 2011 the BRT became BHLS
(Bus with High Level of Service) with more separate lanes, an increased bus priority at traffic lights and
only key routes developed as BHLS. The Amsterdam BRT routes were clear examples of when dedicated
BRT infrastructure with well-designed stops can become a big success. Whereas failure is inevitable if
BRT infrastructure is compromised and stops are designed poorly.. In conclusion the reasons for success
were;




Segregated BRT routes
Well-designed BRT stops
High commercial speeds

However, reasons for failure in certain area were;




Mixed use BRT/traffic lanes
Poorly designed stops
Low commercial speeds

As the Dublin BRT is to be a semi open system, similar problems and issues may occur. There is a risk
that some of the failings of the Zuitanngent BRT will not be appropriately addressed with the Dublin BRT
8

“EXPERIENCES WITH BHLS IN THE AMSTERDAM REGION” David van der Spek (Engineers Ireland Roads & Transportation Society &
CILT BRT Seminar)
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schemes, i.e. compromised infrastructure through the provision of mixed use BRT/traffic lanes leading to
delays and falling patronage.

3.5 Barcelona BRT (Spain)
The Barcelona BRT was an improvement and rearrangement of the Barcelona bus network to create a
network of bus rapid transit. The original system catered for 650,000 trips per weekday, using 1,165
buses. The original system was highly valued but had severable problems 9; it had good links only from the
city centre to the outskirts, the system was less efficient system due to redundant routes, too many
resources were spent to increase patronage, the layout was old and had not been updated since 2001.
An upgrade was introduced creating more connectivity and efficiency between all the bus networks in
and out of the city.
The upgraded bus network was a success for a number of reasons.






Original, redundant routes were remodelled which allowed for maximum connectivity, between
routes, demand oriented areas were targeted.
More routes were given segregated BRT lanes with priority at signals.
The new network achieved far greater efficiency than the older network. Buses operated at a
high frequency (5-8 min) at peak times with stops every 400m.
The network is gradually expanding with 4-5 new routes every year.
The new network introduced many additional amenities which are required for BRTs including,
real time information, smart shelters and off board fare collection.

It is apparent from the Barcelona scheme that wholescale changes to the existing Dublin Bus regime will
be needed. Sharing the BRT lanes with other bus routes will compromise speed and efficiency of the BRT
and undermine the overall level of investment. Existing bus routes which currently utilise the proposed
route should be rationalised or removed and replaced with radial feeder buses.

3.6 Overview of Critical Success Factors
It is clear from the above examples that if a BRT is implemented correctly is can be an enormous success.
As noted previously the most important factor in influencing the success of a BRT scheme is what type
of operating plan it will have; open or closed (ie. what level of segregation the BRT will include). Closed
BRT systems are when a single service operates end to end similar to a Metro or Luas type systems. No
other bus services or vehicles are permitted. An open system is where by all busses and cyclist are allowed
use the BRT lanes. All of the above successful BRT systems implement a closed system through all or a
significant part of the route. The above BRT examples also indicate many other features which are key
to the success of a BRT network, these include;





Off board ticketing
Traffic signal priority
High levels of frequency
Park & ride / bicycle parking facilities provided at stops

A number of barriers and weaknesses which have been identified in BRT systems include;




No segregation from other traffic and busses
Poor connectivity between multiple bus and transport networks
Stop spacing too low (low operational speed)

9

“Barcelona’s New Bus Network” Josep Mension (Engineers Ireland Roads & Transportation Society & CILT
BRT Seminar)
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Stop spacing too high (smaller catchment area)
No traffic signal priority
Poor station stop design with no amenities
Poor integration with bicycles and pedestrians

It is clear from the above that the proposed BRT system in Dublin, which provides an “open” system,
with only partial segregation and compromised “mixed-running” through the city centre, with no park
and ride facilities, fails to address these critical success factors.
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4.

Overview of Proposed Swords to City Centre BRT Route
The National Transport Authority (NTA) proposes the Dublin BRT will seek to provide an improvement
on current bus services that will deliver a higher capacity on existing busy bus corridors and provide an
attractive alternative to car transport, with fast and reliable journey times. The capacity of the Swords to
City Centre route is expected to be 3,600 passengers per direction per hour. In order to achieve this
capacity a headway of 2 minutes would be needed (30 vehicles every hour). A summary of the catchment
details for both the residential population and employment population of the Swords to City centre route
is shown in Table 1 below. The information was gathered from the Route Options Assessment Report.
Table 1: Residential and Employment Population Catchments
Walk Distance from
Swiftway Stop
0-5 minutes
5-10 minutes
10-15 minutes
15 minutes (total)

Residential Population

Employment Population

24,900
49,000
61,900
91,700

52,000
81,900
49,800
183,700

The NTA intend the Dublin BRT to create the similar benefits as the international best practice BRT
projects mentioned above such as reduced traffic congestion and an improved public transport system.
Stated advantages of BRTs include that they are relatively quick to commission, cost-effective to install
and less intrusive during the construction phase compared to light rail or underground alternatives.

4.1 Potential Issues
As discussed in section 3.6, the most important factor influencing the success of a BRT scheme is the
level of segregation. The proposed Dublin BRT will use a semi open system where multiple authorised
services can use the BRT route (frequently conventional buses). The more open a BRT route is, the more
likely the performance of the service will suffer. Finding the right balance for the operating plan level is
vital to the success of the Dublin BRT with investment undermined if not implemented correctly. It was
clear from the international examples that sites where an open, unsegregated BRT was provided, resulted
in compromised service and failed to achieve the consistently high level of BRT standards required.
A second important factor in influencing the success of a BRT is the quality of stops and distance between
them. The proposed Dublin BRT will implement similar stop amenities to successful international BRT
services. These include; off board ticketing systems, LED time displays, raised platforms and similar
platform fit outs to light rail systems. Dublin BRT has proposed a stop spacing of 800m which will allow
for a large catchment area and less time wasted stopping and starting. This stop spacing is similar to other
international examples such as Guangzhou BRT (860m), Cambridgeshire (1000m) and Nantes (500m).
Furthermore signal controlled priority for BRT’s at junctions is a significant factor. Dublin will need to
prioritise traffic control signals to ensure preferential treatment of buses at junctions.
It is proposed to provide a high-quality cycle route along the BRT route, however in significant sections
the existing corridor constraints results in compromised provision, with substandard shared
cycle/pedestrian spaces and shared BRT/traffic/bus lanes. This will result in a compromised level of service
for both the BRT and cyclists. To address this issue the proposed BRT should seek to provide alternative
cycle routes not alongside or in BRT lanes.
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In order for the proposed Dublin BRT to work, it will need to implement all of the above factors
mentioned which can influence the success of a BRT service. Utilising these key features from well-known
international BRT examples can be a vital part in the success of the Dublin BRT.

4.2 Route Selection
A number of route options had initially been examined for the city centre section of the BRT route. This
section of the route was split into two parts; firstly traveling from the Royal Canal to the Liffey, and
secondly travelling from the Liffey to a suitable location in the south of the city centre to turnabout. A
number of possible streets and roads were identified, analysed and decided upon if suitable for the BRT.
Appendix B contains several images of the routes discussed below.
Two of the potential routes proposed for the first section of the BRT were travelling on Dorset Street
onto O’ Connell Street or travelling on Dorset Street onto Gardiner Street and BusAras. The O’ Connell
Street route was chosen due to the following reasons 10;







The lower capital cost and operation and maintenance cost compared to other route options;
It has low and reliable journey times (6-7 minutes);
It better integrates with the existing and planned transportation network for the city;
It is consistent with, and would deliver part of the GDA cycle network;
It serves a higher number of key trip attractors and greater population and employment
catchments; and
While it ranks lower than some other route options with respect to potential for
environmental impact, these impacts can be mitigated through design.

From the Route Options Assessment Main Report it is proposed that the Gardiner Street route had
similar journey times (7-8 minutes), the same capital/operational costs, serving similar attraction and
population/employment catchments and a less potential for environmental impacts. The Gardiner Street
route scored worse due to apparently having a worse integration between transport modes and cycle
network. Additionally it was ranked lower on road safety due to having one more left turning movement.
It is noted however that Gardiner Street is a short walk to O’ Connell Street and its proposed transport
stop, and is in fact closer to key national transport hubs of Connolly Station and Bus Áras. It is also
contended that any issues relating to integration with the cycle network and road safety could be
addressed in the detailed design stage. As noted previously it would be favourable to provide a separate
cycle route in any case, rather than attempting to “squeeze” both down a narrow corridor, resulting in
compromised provision for both.
Similar issues were also noted in choosing a route from the Liffey to a suitable location to turnabout in
the south of the city. The O’ Connell Bridge – Pearse Street – Westland Row route option was chosen
over a Butt Bridge - Talbot Memorial Bridge - Pearse St - Merrion Street route option for the following
reasons11:




10
11

The lower capital cost and operation and maintenance cost compared to other route options;
The likelihood of being able to deliver shorter overall Swiftway route journey times and
assurances on Swiftway service journey time reliability when compared to the other route
options;
It better integrates with the existing and planned transportation network for the city;

NTA: Swords/Airport to City Centre, Route Options Assessment, Volume 1: Main Report
NTA: Swords/Airport to City Centre, Route Options Assessment, Volume 1: Main Report
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It serves a high number of key trip attractors and large population and employment
catchments; and
While it ranks lower than one other route option with respect to potential for environmental
impact, it is considered that impacts can be avoided or mitigated through careful design

From the Route Options Assessment Main Report it is proposed that the Butt Bridge route option had
the same capital and operational costs, as well as the same journey times. Furthermore it has a larger
residential catchment, a far less impact in the environment and only a short 5 minute walk from the
transport networks served by the O’ Connell Bridge route.
The additional benefits of the considered route alternatives include;




Avoiding O’ Connell Street, where BRT/Bus/Luas/Traffic compromise in an already crowded
location.
Additional links with transport hubs of Bus Áras, Connolly Station and Tara Street Station.
Services the Docklands SDZ which is forecast to experience significant growth in employment
and residential in the medium term.

Based on the information provided in the Route Options Assessment: Main Report and research
conducted it is submitted that the alternative route traveling via Gardiner Street, Bus Áras and Butt/Talbot
bridge is reconsidered as the Preferred Route.
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5.

Detailed Review of Swords to City Centre BRT Route

5.1 Issues Impacting the BRT Level of Service
The proposed Swords to City Centre BRT will encounter many design problems throughout the entire
route. These problems will have to be addressed in order to fully ensure the success of the BRT system.
Firstly a number of issues have been identified which may affect the overall BRT level of service. These
issues have been identified throughout the entire route. If not addressed the issues raised will affect the
frequency (2 minute headway), capacity, right of way of the BRT, signal priority and overall quality of the
BRT route. In addition the issues raised should also be considered in terms of adaptability in the future
to a light rail system. Addressing these issues now will result in reduced costs in the future should light
rail be reconsidered.
A detailed list of the issues identified and their map locations from the Proposed Scheme General
Arrangement Drawings, are contained herein.



















Map 1-29 - allowing left turning cars on BRT lanes will result in delays.
Map 3 - The right turn the BRT undertakes at the Swords Business campus, will result in delays
to service if not given signal priority. If will be difficult to achieve a BRT headway of two minutes
if other traffic manoeuvres are taken into consideration at this junction.
Map 4 – The westbound BRT will have to cut across traffic at Balheary Road. If not signalised
this manoeuvre will add to delays.
Map 4 – The right hand turn manoeuver at the redesigned Estuary roundabout will add to
delays. A grade separation design should be considered at this location, particular to enhance
service provision and facilitate upgrading to light rail in the future.
Map 7 – The proposed BRT crossing facility from median to lateral running on the Dublin
Road will add to service delays as it is not signalised.
Map 10 – Dublin airport roundabout has a large amount of traffic flow and the introduction of
BRT/Bus only lanes may result in unacceptable delays to other road users. As the junction
remains unsignalised any queuing in other traffic lanes has the potential to impact on the BRT
through the junction. This junction should be redesigned to enhance BRT provision, for
example by fully signalising, and care must be taken to ensure that both access to Dublin
Airport and BRT is not compromised.
Map 15/16 – Eastbound BRTs approaching the interchange must merge with normal traffic,
resulting in increased potential for delays and reduced level of service.
Map 21-22 – Existing congestion occurs along Drumcondra Road Upper and at junction with
Griffith Avenue. The proposed BRT scheme represents no significant improvement on current
situation with BRTs forced to share with left turning traffic with resultant risk of delays.
Map 23 – Proposed BRT represents no significant improvement on current service on busy
Drumcondra Road Lower. The existing bus stops to the east and west of Wellpark Avenue
are provided in the BRT lane, therefore any other buses stopping will add to delays to BRT
service.
Map 25 –No BRT lanes or dedicated infrastructure provided on North Frederick Street and
Parnell Square East will likely compromise the BRT service.
Map 26 – No BRT lanes only shared traffic lanes on sections of O Connell Street will likely
result in potential delays and compromise the BRT service.
Map 27 – No BRT lanes only shared traffic lanes on Westmoreland Street and Westland Row
will likely result in potential delays and compromise the BRT service.
Map 28 – No BRT lanes on large parts of Merrion Square West will likely result in potential
delays and compromise the BRT service.
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Map 29 – No BRT lanes on Hatch Street will likely result in potential delays and compromise
the BRT service.

5.2 Detailed drawing review (Map 16-19)
A detailed review of the BRT route drawings in the city centre has also been undertaken. This review
primarily focussed on the city centre as this area contains the businesses Dublin Town represents. An
overview of the major problems which were identified throughout the course of the detailed drawings
review are contained herein. In general the main problems identified were recurrent through the city
centre section of the scheme. These main problems included:











Lack of BRT segregation or dedicated infrastructure: throughout significant sections on the
route, it is evident that the BRT lanes will be a shared space, open to other bus services, cyclists
and potentially taxis. In a number of sections through the city centre, the BRT has no separation
from outside traffic. The shared use of the lane, with other buses, cyclists, taxis, deliveries,
private cars etc. etc. will invariably compromise the level of service of the BRT, increase journey
times poses a significant risk to the overall BRT investment.
Pedestrian Crossing: at a number of locations there is a lack of pedestrian crossings in particular
in the vicinity of proposed BRT platforms.
Directional signage: further emphasis is needed in the drawings on the location of directional
signage. With the changes being made in traffic flows and road space, highlighting what vehicle
manoeuvres are permitted or prohibited is of a significant importance.
Cycle Lanes: Along the course of the route, cycle lane widths vary from 1.2m to 2m. It is
recommended that all cycle lanes are at least 1.75-2m wide due to the high traffic volumes on
these roads. These is also no consistency in the routes taken by cyclists. Cyclists are forced to
weave in and out of bus stops and parked cars, moving from on road lanes to off road lanes and
back again several times in the space of a few hundred meters. It is considered that attempting
to “squeeze” both cycle and BRT infrastructure along an already constrained route results in a
significant and unacceptable compromises for both modes. The BRT and cycle infrastructure
should be provided along alternative routes to ensure adequate level of service is provided for
both.
Access arrangements: BRT lanes and stops result in reduced access to many side lanes and
streets. It unclear on what the access arrangements will be for several of these streets, which
will affect a number of businesses and residents.
Significant revision of the existing traffic flow system, particularly in the southern Georgian
quarter of the city, will be required to facilitate the BRT route as indicated. No detail has been
provided in relation to future traffic flow routes, therefore we would query whether access to
member’s premises, for staff, customers and delivers, has been considered.

The four maps reviewed below are included with notation in Appendix A of the report. A number of the
problems identified in the overall section have been identified in this section, as well as a number of
individual problems identified below.

5.3 Dorset Street / Parnell Square (Map 16)
Problems identified include (refer to Appendix for problem locations);
1.
2.
3.

Parked cars opening doors onto the cycle lane conflicting with passing cyclists.
Weaving cyclists conflicting with right turning vehicles resulting in conflicts.
Vehicles accessing side roads on Dorset Street Lower will conflict with BRTs resultings in
delays and/or conflicts.
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4.

Bicycle lane diversion on Dorset Street Lower is unlikely to be utilised and moves through
narrow residential roads.

5.4 O’ Connell Street (Map 17)
Problems identified include (refer to Appendix for problem locations);
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

5.5

Little or no dedicated BRT infrastructure has been provided on O’Connell Street which will
likely compromise the BRT service. BRTs will be forced to share space with existing traffic.
There is a lack of clarity in how existing bus stops are treated. The location and layout of existing
bus stops may impact negatively on BRT level of service.
The footpath at Aston Quay and Westmoreland Street is one of the busiest in Dublin City.
Providing a cycle route along the footpath results in reduction on footpath width and associated
safety problems arising from the potential for conflicts.
There are no cycle lane facilities on large parts of O’ Connell Street. Shared BRT/Bus/cycle lanes
results in both a compromised level of service for BRT which will be delayed behind slow moving
cyclists, and also an unattractive environment for cyclists who will be competing for road space
with large vehicles.
The shared traffic lane terminates abruptly at Princes Street North. It is unclear where vehicles
are supposed to go after this section, or how premises further north are intended to be serviced.
Access to Henry Street is prohibited with only a BRT lane provided. This results in diminished
service for deliveries etc. to these premises.
Vehicles turning left onto Earls Street North, Abbey Street Lower and Sackville Place will delay
vehicles behind them as they will have to cross a BRT lane and cycle lane, resulting in reduced
level of service for BRTs.
Section A-A does not match the image shown in the plan drawings.
Restricting vehicle access on O’ Connell Street Upper or at the south end of Parnell Square East
results in diminished service for deliveries etc. to all premises.

Westmoreland Street / Pearse Street (Map 18)
Problems identified include (refer to Appendix for problem locations);
1.

2.

3.
4.

The provision of a shared running lane on Westmoreland Street will likely lead to significant
delays to all road users, including BRTs and Buses, and also delivery access etc to local premises.
It is unclear how access is maintained to Fleet Street and the Temple Bar area. Fleet Street forms
the main access spine for the area, facilitating delivery and emergency access.
No cycle lane facilities have been provided northbound on Westland Row. Significant volumes
of cyclists in that area due to proximity with Trinity College. Shared BRT/Bus/cycle lanes results
in both a compromised level of service for BRT which will be delayed behind slow moving
cyclists, and also an unattractive environment for cyclists who will be competing for road space
with large vehicles.
Bicycle lane moving eastbound on Pearse Street, which cuts across three lanes of opposing traffic,
will require toucan signals.
Southbound cycle lane on Westmoreland Street suddenly stops before College Green. The
intended route for cyclists wishing to continue southbound is not clear. Lack of dedicated cycle
provision will increase risk of conflicts.
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5.

6.

7.
8.

5.6

It is not clear how vehicular traffic accesses Westmoreland Street from College Green. If it is
intended that all traffic uses the LUAS lines then there is a significant risk to both LUAS and BRT
as the level of service of both will be severely compromised.
Similarly it is unclear how vehicle traveling on College Street are intended to proceed. If it is
intended that all traffic uses the LUAS lines then there is a significant risk to both LUAS and BRT
as the level of service of both will be severely compromised.
No BRT lane has been provided servicing the Westmoreland Street BRT platform stop. BRTs
will be forced to share space with existing traffic which will likely compromise the BRT service.
The footpath and bus stops on Westmoreland Street are very busy throughout the whole day.
Providing a cycle route along the footpath results in reduction in footpath width and associated
safety problems arising from the potential for conflicts with cyclists.

Merrion Square / St. Stephens Green (Map 19)
Problems identified include (refer to Appendix for problem locations);
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It is not clear how cars access the on-street parking on Earlsford terrace. Cars manoeuvring into
these spaces will delay BRT services.
Bicycle lane in front of BRT Platform on Earlsford Terrace is not consistent with other BRT
platforms and results in diminished service for both cyclists and BRTs.
Bicycle lane on Leeson Street Lower at 1.2m wide is below minimum standards.
Indicative streetscape views do not match plan drawings. It is therefore difficult to ascertain the
level of impact of businesses and premises with any accuracy.
BRT lane only traveling northbound on Merrion Square West and on Ely Place. It is unclear how
access is provided to service premises along these streets.
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6. Alternatives Considered
Alternative City Centre BRT Routes
The preferred route presented in the NTA document which brings BRT down Parnell Square, O’Connell Street
and Westmoreland Street is not supported by Dublin Town.
We have shown that both in policy and practical terms, this is the primary economic, retail and civic spine of
the city, and its capacity as a public place must be protected.
The route options report does not provide sufficient evidence to suggest that this is best option, and as we have
shown does not weight public policy, economic and retail impact in its consideration.
We have also highlighted that in engineering design terms, there are large number of problematic elements in
the proposal. The O’Connell Street and Westmoreland Street alignments in particular give rise to a large
number of conflicts with other road users, and shared alignments and compromises that will yield delays and
increase journey times from that shown in the NTA report.
We submit that route alternatives that use Gardiner Street or Amiens Street are more desirable in terms of
transport interchange and are less disruptive on the city’s primary streets.
Dublin Port Tunnel
One possibility not explored in the route assessment is the potential to use the port tunnel to commuters from
the Swords area at peak times into the city, where they could link up with the Luas red line. We note that the
Madrid BRT system goes underground in the central urban area to reduce conflict with other street users, and
improve the reliability and speed of the service.

Light Rail Alternative
The Swords BRT is proposed as a Medium Term route pending the implementation of Metro North, which
remains as a primary objective of Transport Strategies and the Development Plan for the City. However, the
financial burden of implementing the Metro does pose a realistic threat to implementing the high-capacity public
transport route which is needed. BRT is supported as an interim measure, but its passenger capacity and need
for street space do warrant serious consideration of brining other possibilities forward.
The capacity of the Swords to City Centre BRT route is expected to be 3,600 passengers per direction per
hour. In order to achieve this capacity a headway of 2 minutes would be needed (30 vehicles every hour). The
projected travel time of 35 minutes from Swords down from the current 65 minutes. This improvement is very
welcome.
However, by comparison the Metro North was due to carry 20,000 people per hour based on 90 metre trains
every two minutes. Therefore, it important that Metro North remain as key transport objectives for the city.
Indeed, a further extension of the Luas light rail system which utilises the Metro Reservation above ground (from
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DCU out of the city, and link to Luas Cross City in Cabra or Broombridge) is worthy of further consideration 12
as a means of utilising the investment in Luas Cross City.

The new Luas Cross City line could be extended across Dublin’s northside to Finglas, Ballymun and Swords.
This may involve the construction of a 2km Luas tunnel, which would provide a high capacity transport link for
the northern suburbs of the capital. This proposal would have the advantage of utilising the capacity of that
line, while making the most of the design and forward planning investment in Metro (for part of its route) and
the development contributions collected from development for its implementation.

Figure 4 – Potential linkage from Luas Cross City line to Metro North alignment

12 Irish Independent, 21/11/2014 Further-extensions-to-luas-lines-could-replace-stalled Metro North.
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7.

Conclusions
It is clear from international examples that BRT services can be extremely successful if implemented
correctly. The critical factors for a successful BRT include:






High levels of segregation with “BRT only” dedicated infrastructure
Off board ticketing to reduce dwell times
Traffic signal priority and no compromise with other traffic
High levels of frequency
Park & ride / bicycle parking facilities provided at stops

It is clear however from a review of the proposed Swords to City Centre BRT route that a number of
issues which have been demonstrated to undermine BRTs have not been fully addressed. These include:










No segregation from other traffic and busses (this is particularly apparent throughout the city
centre, where BRT services are compromised, the knock-on effects of which are likely to be felt
throughout the network)
Poor connectivity between multiple bus and transport networks (route is further from Bus Aras
and Connolly Station than other routes considered)
Poor integration with bicycles and pedestrians. It’s apparent that an attempt has been made to
“squeeze” both a BRT and cycle route along an already constrained corridor, at the expense of
a diminished level of service for both modes.
Lack of provision of Park and Ride facilities in the hinterland to provide people with an “easy
choice” of taking public transport.
Lack of dedicated BRT infrastructure, such as grade-separated fly-overs at junctions, and
compromise with existing traffic, for example where roundabouts are retained, results in
reduced level of BRT service and risk of the system being undermined by traffic congestion.
It has been stated that the BRT will only meet short to medium term demand levels, therefore
the long term objective of light rail or Metro will be required. The avoidance of dedicated
infrastructure noted previously, as well as minimising the diversion/relocation of services to
reduce costs in the short term inhibits the potential for conversion to light rail system in the
future, resulting in significantly increased long term costs.

It is clearly evident that a successful BRT scheme can bring about many city wide benefits 13, including;







Travel time savings – segregated laneways, off board ticketing and signal priority.
Green House Gas and local air pollutant emissions reductions – less reliant on private cars and
more fuel efficient advanced BRT busses.
Road safety improvements reductions in fatalities and crashes - reduces interaction with other
vehicles and reducing on-the-road competition.
Reduced exposure to air pollutants - cleaner vehicle technologies and fuels and efficient systems
reduce time passengers are exposed to air pollution at stations.
Increased physical activity– efficient systems increases passengers’ willingness to walk to stations.
Cost effective transport mode – can create economic benefits with a good cost benefit ratio.

The European Cooperation on Science and Technology (ECST) issued a report on buses with high levels
of service and concluded that; “The BHLS success stories are seen where town and country planning, land use
and transport planning, and investments are tackled together and simultaneously.” The ECST also stressed the

13

EMBARQ – “Social-Environmental-Economic-Impacts-BRT-Bus-Rapid-Transit”
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importance of including stakeholders and politicians to ensure the successful implementation of the
project.
As stakeholders Dublin Town recommend the following be addressed for both the proposed Dublin BRT
network and also specifically in relation to the Swords to City Centre BRT route as presented:













It has been stated that the BRT will only meet short to medium term demand levels, therefore
the long term objective of light rail or Metro will be required. BRT routes and route corridors
should therefore be identified and developed not only in relation to BRT, but in their capacity
to be upgraded to light rail should the need arise. This will ensure the avoidance of redundant
development and maximise value for the exchequer.
Alternative should be considered which maximise the return of LUAS CrossCity at minimum
cost to the exchequer.
BRT routes should fully integrate with existing transport hubs. In relation to the Swords route
it is recommended that a route which links Connolly Station and Bus Áras should be further
examined.
The future employment and growth area of the Docklands (SDZ) should be considered. Similarly
an alternative route serving Connolly Station and Bus Áras would better serve the Docklands
also.
To ensure high levels of service BRT routes should have dedicated BRT infrastructure with
compromises minimised. In this regard shared bus/traffic lanes should be avoided, for example
on O’Connell Street and Westmoreland Street, where BRT services are compromised, the
knock-on effects of which are likely to be felt throughout the network.
Alternative cycle/BRT routes should be considered to avoid compromises to the level of service
of both where insufficient land is available. A cycle route away from bus bus/BRT routes is likely
to be more attractive to cyclists in any case.
Access arrangement to premises should be carefully considered, including the preparation of a
detailed traffic management plan which facilitates all assess requirements – for employees,
customers and deliveries.

Overall, like all major cities there is great competition for space on the primary thoroughfares, and Dublin
is following international best practice in supporting a Civic core for pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport. However, there is a great risk that the investment in improving the quality of our primary
streets will be undermined if we return to heavily trafficked streets – be it private or public vehicles.
There is a risk of denigration of pedestrian amenities on O’Connell Street and Westmoreland Street to
give the appearance of a “transport corridor”, instead of the more desirable and more pedestrian friendly
city centre “plaza”. This would be contrary to the city’s vision and policy for a ‘Civic Spine’.
It is important for the city at this early stage of the scheme design, that we ensure the optimum transport
solution can be achieved, and that the preferred route proposed is best for Dublin’s city commuters and
businesses. It is clear that there are many flaws in the Route Options Assessment Report presented by
the NTA. There is no clear rationale for supporting the O’Connell Street / Westmoreland Street Option
as the preferred route, and indeed this proposal presents serious problems for the city’s primary Civic
spine, and the businesses and retailers located in the area. It is clear that the Gardiner Street option
presents a better alternative for the city.
Dublin Town will continue to work on behalf of its members to proactively respond to the proposed
Dublin BRT so that short-term challenges can yield long-term benefits for the city centre. The proposed
Dublin BRT can have significant benefits for residents, the city as a whole and the city centre businesses.
These benefits can only be realised if the BRT is implemented correctly, free from issues and essentially
utilising ideas from international best practice BRT examples.
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Appendix A
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MAP 16

MAP 17
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MAP 18
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MAP 19
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Appendix B – Photographs of key streets considered for BRT Route Options

O’Connell Street – Northbound – competing for space

O’Connell Street – Southbound – parked buses (in cycle lane) reduce capacity
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College Street – Buses vying for space

Amiens Street – Wide road with capacity for BRT less side road activities
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Connolly – DART – Commuter – Luas – Bus interchange

Gardiner Street – Wide street with few commercial interruptions /activities / conflicts
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Gardiner Street looking north

View of Lombard Street from the Quays
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